
 
 
 

 
 

 

FROM MEMPHIS TO MIAMI:  
The Message and Work of Italian Architect and Designer Massimo Iosa Ghini 

 
Wednesday, November 30th @ 6:30pm to 9:30pm 

YoungArts Jewel Box, 2100 Biscayne Blvd., Miami, FL 33131 

 
Brickell Flatiron transforms the YoungArts Jewel Box November 30 
  

Iconic rarely seen work lands in Miami for 180-minute flash-art exhibition – 
MASSIMO IOSA GHINI: FROM MEMPHIS TO MIAMI, his message and work. 
 
November 28, 2016 – MIAMI, FL – On November 30th Miami’s design elite descend on the YoungArts 
Jewel Box for From Memphis to Miami – an evocative, 180-minute flash exhibition unveiling the work and 
message of Italian design legend Massimo Iosa Ghini. 
  
For one night only, Brickell Flatiron joins forces with the National YoungArts Foundation and leading 
Italian design brands; Barausse, Casalgrande Padana, Milldue, Margraf, Oikos, Platform, Snaidero, and 
Zucchetti.Kos, to showcase Iosa Ghini’s prolific work and 30 years of creative activity.   
  
Recognized for a visionary ability to blend disciplines, forms and dimensions crossing boundaries in art, 
design, and architecture, Massimo Iosa Ghini has been a leader in Italian design scene since the 
1980’s.  From his wave-making efforts for Memphis Milano, Ettore Sottsass’s inventive and cheeky design 
movement, and subsequently Bolidismo, his sweeping manifesto of industrial style, the rare solo 
exhibition will vividly showcase iconic works from the avant-garde Memphis movement until today. 
  
Inside the YoungArts Jewel Box, captivating illustrations of Iosa Ghini’s famed designs for brands from 
Ferrari to Bertrand create a dynamic backdrop for the event. Limited-edition pieces rarely seen by the 
public – including the iconic Otello Armchair, Memphis (1986), Futuro Chaise Longue, Moroso (1987), 
Faro Lamp (1988), Juliette Chair, Memphis (1987) and Caraffa Memphis - Tamara, Aletta and Morandina 
(2014) will land in Miami on November 30th – transported from private collections from across the country 
for the one-night-only exhibition during Art Basel Miami Beach 2016. 
  
Massimo Iosa Ghini, says, “For over thirty years my message as an architect and designer has explored 
dynamic movement and looking to the future for inspiration. As a temporary exhibition - From Memphis to 
Miami captures this concept of movement which has been integral in my career, creating a new 
experience of my work in only 180 minutes. We are delighted to be in Miami and showcase Italian design 
in this unique way with Brickell Flatiron.” 
  
“Massimo Iosa Ghini embodies the elegance, sophistication and craftsmanship Italian design is 
recognized for worldwide,” says CMC Group President Ugo Colombo. “We are thrilled to present this 
showcase of iconic design at Art Basel, and permanently with Brickell Flatiron for Iosa Ghini’s first luxury 
residential tower in North America.” 
  
In celebration of Iosa Ghini’s collaboration with Brickell Flatiron and first large-scale residential 
development project in the US, From Memphis to Miami will unveil curation of sketches, drawings, 
products and visuals by the renowned designer – never before seen in North America. 
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About Brickell Flatiron & CMC Group  
Brickell Flatiron, the latest luxury condominium project from renowned developer Ugo Colombo’s CMC 
Group, is a new architectural icon bringing a culture of elegance and artfulness to the center of one of 
downtown Miami’s most vibrant neighborhoods. With its distinct flatiron shape and prominent position at 
the epicenter of the Brickell Financial District, the 549-unit building was designed by architect Luis 
Revuelta and interior architect Massimo Iosa Ghini. The tower’s 64-story rooftop sky spa, pool and fitness 
center will offer residents inspiring 360-degree panoramic views of Biscayne Bay and downtown Miami’s 
glimmering cityscape. Construction is underway and is expected to be completed in 2019. Unit prices 
range from $465,000 to $2.5 million, with penthouses priced up to $14 million. Learn more at 
www.brickellflatiron.com.  
 
Headquartered on Brickell Avenue in Miami, Florida, CMC Group is a full-service real estate development 
company focused on residential, commercial and retail properties in South Florida. CMC Group’s founder, 
visionary developer Ugo Colombo, is recognized as one of South Florida’s most respected and reputed 
luxury developers. CMC Group’s development portfolio of prized properties includes Bristol Tower, Santa 
Maria, Epic Residences and Hotel, Grovenor House, Porto Vita and 4000 Ponce/The Collection. Today, 
CMC Group continues to shape the Miami skyline with its latest project, Brickell Flatiron. Learn more at 
www.cmcgroupmiami.com.  
 
About Barrausse  
Since 1967, Italian doors... to live and work in beautiful, harmonious, comfortable spaces. Since 1967 
Barausse has specialized in the production of interior doors, which are 100% designed and manufactured 
in Italy. Barausse develops and offers furnishing solutions for the purpose of creating a separate space 
which is both functional and prestigious with a high esthetical value. The result is both a beautiful and 
comfortable place to live! Thanks to multiple certifications of our fire rated doors, the ability to design 
bespoke products and our over twenty years of experience in the contract field, Barausse is able to 
provide worldwide, a high quality product for luxury hotels. Barausse also provides this same high end 
standard for public buildings, high rise residential and private homes. 
 
About Casalgrande Padana 
Casalgrande Padana has been producing advanced ceramic materials for over 50 years: innovative and 
environment-friendly solutions for the creation of coatings, floors and coatings capable of responding to 
any creative and technological requirement of the world of architecture and design. Casalgrande Padana 
adopts an industrial policy that is powerfully focussed on technological innovation and environmental 
sustainability.The Company is intensively engaged in research and experimentation for continuous 
product improvement in terms of Casalgrande Padana adopts an industrial policy that is powerfully 
focussed on technological innovation and environmental sustainability.The Company is intensively 
engaged in research and experimentation for continuous product improvement in terms of appearance 
and performance.All its manufacturing, research and innovation take place in 100% Italian-based plants 
and laboratories. In pursuit of the best. Every stage in the process is constantly monitored: from the 
selection of the raw materials to storage; from the grinding of the blend to the mixing and cooking of the 
tiles; from the manufacturing process to quality control on the end products; from unfailing technical 
training to effective professional assistance, evidence of the Company’s efforts to improve its 
manufacturing processes and pursue the highest standards ever.  
 
About Margraf 
Margraf's story (former Industria Marmi Vicentini) started in Chiampo (province of Vicenza) in 1906. Since 
its early start, the company devoted to accurate research work and development of new technologies, 
working in tight collaboration with famous international architects. Today, after more than a century, 
Margraf is a leading, world stakeholder in this field. Among many other pluses, Margraf owes its 
worldwide established reputation to its skilful extraction of marble and the ability to transform it into 
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finished, polished slabs or tiny tiles  and to provide a huge array of precious materials and excellent 
products for building construction and architecture (from the cladding of inner and external walls, to 
interior design items, to bathroom and kitchen decoration). On top of all this, Margraf ensures extensive 
environmental compliance investing any efforts to minimize any possible kind of environmental impact. 
This includes the use of cutting-edge technologies, the implementation of landscape recovery and energy 
saving practices, as well as the exploitation of renewable resources. Margraf is a perfect merging of past 
and present forming a first-class enterprise eagerly turned to the future. 
 
About The National YoungArts Foundation 
The National YoungArts Foundation (YoungArts) was established in 1981 by Lin and Ted Arison to 
identify and support the next generation of artists in the visual, literary, design and performing arts; assist 
them at critical junctures in their educational and professional development; and raise appreciation for the 
arts in American society. To date, YoungArts has honored more than 20,000 alumni, including Doug 
Aitken, Josh Groban, Jenji Kohan, Desmond Richardson and Kerry Washington, with over $12 million in 
monetary awards; facilitated in excess of $60 million in college scholarship opportunities in the past two 
years; and enabled its participants to work with master teachers who are among the most distinguished 
artists in the world, such as Marina Abramović, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Plácido Domingo, Zaha Hadid, Jeff 
Koons, Robert Redford and Bruce Weber. In addition, YoungArts is working with world- renowned 
architect and YoungArts Artistic Advisor Frank Gehry to transform the former Bacardi Tower and 
Museum buildings and three-and-a-half acre campus into its national headquarters, which will support 
expanded local activities in Miami and across the country. www.youngarts.org.   
 
About Milldue 
On its 40th anniversary Milldue has launched noorth and MITAGE, two new brands that give several 
different interpretations of the bathroom ambient giving everyone the opportunity to define the own 
bathroom environment with style. noorth, with 5 different collections, express consistently a no-frills yet 
highly refined style, in which the versatility of the models and the quality of finishes make every project 
unique. Refined atmospheres, personal quarters catering to our innermost being, systems and solutions 
designed for actual and real spaces, in which furnishings become an integral part of the bathroom 
ambient. noorth redefines the concept of wellness, in the sense of well-being that is not merely 
associated with technology, but comes from “feeling good” in a space that is “designed” and even made 
to measure. MITAGE refers to a clear-cut idea of ethical luxury and glamour. An ambitious project which 
represents the first step of a clear and orderly path to show Milldue's luxury collections to a wider and 
more global audience. The key point of MITAGE is once again the "taylor-made" concept. The proposal 
deploys in seven projects that have a rallying point: full continuity between memory and newness, 
classical inspirations and evolved technical solutions. 
 
About Oikos 
That of Oikos is a story of people, of solutions, of color and matter, of continuous research and 
development. A long history of 30 years, beginning in 1984 in Gatteo a Mare. In a time when talk 
of "business ethics" are few, we reuse and recycling of matter on a mission. Today we have more than 
170 employees, we are present in 50 countries, and we represent a reference for materials and color 
quality. We believe that sustainability is always an opportunity for our change, so we want to continue to 
grow this value, coupled with the quality, the artisan know-how, the responsible for culture, and tailor 
made. Because we believe that the respect for the environment is a priority towards people and the 
planet, because we work each day to propose solutions based on the concept of recycling and recovery 
of materials, with a strong aesthetic impact, with technical resistance and durability components. 
 
About Platform  
Published by Publicomm, Platform Architecture and Design is a new leading Magazine based in Italy and 
published in 14 Countries, focusing on the best architecture, design and arts projects worldwide. Platform 
Architecture & Design is also a proper network born to create connections between different players in 
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construction and architecture: companies, architecture and design practices, contractors, clients, urban 
planners, academics and universities. The name is not only a nice title, but it truly embodies a way of 
thinking. Platform, infact, acts like a hub for sharing architecture and design not only with professionals of 
the industry but also with the rest of the world. The aim of the Magazine and the Network is to make 
connections visible and tangible, to replace architecture on a human scale and to make it culturally 
accessible to everybody. 
 
About Snaidero 
Snaidero USA is the exclusive North American distributor of Snaidero kitchen cabinets, for almost 40 
years, Snaidero USA has offered the finest in luxury Italian kitchen design to North America and Central 
America through a retail network of 21 showrooms. Snaidero USA also serves the multi-housing industry, 
partnering with top developers like Trump, Howard Hughes Corporation, Fortune International Group, 
Turnberry, AEG, ASPAC Developments and the CMC Group, for over 170 projects completed to date. 
Today, under the leadership of its President, Comm. Dario Snaidero, Snaidero USA is the leader in 
North-American imports of European kitchen cabinets. Through its Snaidero USA Living collection, the 
company also offers made-in-Italy furniture for bathrooms and closets. The kitchens are made of eco-
friendly, non-toxic materials through production processes with limited impact towards the environment. 
Snaidero USA is a member of the US Green Building Council. For more information, please 
visit www.snaidero-usa.com.  
 
About Zucchetti. KOS 
Zucchetti. Kos embody a new bathroom world: complete, innovative, unprecedented. A new iconography 
that suggests alluring cultural melting pots, sensitivity to different tastes, poetic metropolitan influences.A 
bathroom that reaches right across all tastes and latitudes. A tailor-made products collection for each and 
every user. Long at the front line in research into technology and design, the Zucchetti. Kos Group uses 
the most prestigious names on the international scene to pursue its vocation for quality through Lifestyle, 
Innovation Wellbeing - Worldwide.Through its collections, the Group has in fact always stood as a leading 
interpreter of modernity, giving life to new design icons for bathrooms, suggesting innovative design and 
space solutions and inviting its customers to try out unique and surprising sensorial experiences. 
Wellbeing is a daily must: Turkish bath, rain showers, colour therapy, aromatherapy,.. are combined with 
products that are avant-garde in style and structure, having achieved style icon status over the years. 
Research, new materials and advanced design systems have always been the cornerstones of the 
Group. Zucchetti. Kos aim to make every user the protagonist of his/her own wellbeing, living space and 
choices. It offers collections that are versatile, attractive, functional for all kinds of space and all tastes. A 
360° vision of the world of wellbeing that unites poetry and style and translates them into an industrial 
product.  
 
Media Contacts: 
Schwartz Media Strategies 
Allie Schwartz Grant – (305) 308-6351 / allie@schwartz-media.com  
Alessandra Gonzales – (786) 337-3026 / alessandra@schwartz-media.com  
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